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UPDATE One reason I was so stunned at the Guardian’s publication of these lies is that I had gone 

direct from the Ecuadorean Embassy to the Guardian building in Kings Cross to give an in-depth but 

off the record briefing to Euan MacAskill, perhaps their last journalist of real integrity, on the strategy 

for Julian. I told Euan that Russia was ruled out. I did not mention this yesterday as I greatly respect 

Euan and wanted to speak to him first. But on phoning the Guardian I find that Euan “retired” the day 

the lying article was published. That seems a very large coincidence. 

I am just back from a family funeral – one of a succession – and a combination of circumstances had left me 

feeling pretty down lately, and not blogging much. But I have to drag myself to the keyboard to denounce a 

quite extraordinary set of deliberate lies published in the Guardian about a Russian plot to spring Julian 

Assange last December. 

I was closely involved with Julian and with Fidel Narvaez of the Ecuadorean Embassy at the end of last year in 

discussing possible future destinations for Julian. It is not only the case that Russia did not figure in those plans, 

it is a fact that Julian directly ruled out the possibility of going to Russia as undesirable. Fidel Narvaez told the 

Guardian that there was no truth in their story, but the Guardian has instead chosen to run with “four 

anonymous sources” – about which sources it tells you no more than that. 

I have no idea who the Guardian’s “anonymous sources” are, but I know 100% for certain that the entire story 

of a Russian plot to extract Julian from the Embassy last Christmas Eve is a complete and utter fabrication. I 

strongly suspect that, as usual, MI6 tool Luke Harding’s “anonymous sources” are in fact the UK security 

services, and this piece is entirely black propaganda produced by MI6. 

It is very serious indeed when a newspaper like the Guardian prints a tissue of deliberate lies in order to spread 

fake news on behalf of the security services. I cannot find words eloquent enough to express the depth of my 

contempt for Harding and Katherine Viner, who have betrayed completely the values of journalism. The aim of 

the piece is evidently to add a further layer to the fake news of Wikileaks’ (non-existent) relationship to Russia 

as part of the “Hillary didn’t really lose” narrative. I am, frankly, rather shocked. 
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